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An open question is the computational complexity of 
recognizing when two graphs are isomorphic. In an attempt 
to answer this question we shall analyze the relative com
putational complexity of generalizations and restrictions 
of the graph isomorphism problem. In the first section we 
show graph isomorphism of regular undirected graphs is 
complete over isomorphism of explicitly given structures 
(say Tarski models from logic). Then we show that valence 
seems to be important. Finally we analyze symmetric cubic 
graphs. 
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A graph G is a set of edges over a'set 
of nodes. nodes being denoted by If(G). The gra9h 
is undirected unless otherwise noted. The number 
of edges associated with a node 1s the valence of 
the node. The valence of a graph 1s equal to the 
maximum over the valences of the nodes. A graph 
is said to be regular if all nodes have the same 
valence. 

We 	 shall need the c~mputational notations: 
1) 	 P{NP) is all sets recognizable 

in (non)deterministic polynomial 
time; and 

2) 	A ~ pB denote that A is poly
nomial time reducible to B. 

I. Completeness of Graph Isomorphism over 
Isomorphism 

The main result of this Section is 
Theorem 2. which states that isomorphism of un
directed graphs is complete over the general 
isomorphism problem. We first state and prove a 
special case which contains most of the ideas 
and techniques to be used to prove the general 
case. 

Theorem 1: Directed graph isomorphism ~ p undi
rected graph isomorphism. 

Proof: Suppose that G and G' are two directed 
graphs on n nodes. We define a map or proce
dure, say a. from directed graphs to undirected 
graphs. such that GzG' iff a(G)Za(G'). Given 
G we construct a(G) as follows: 

1) 	For each node of G construct a 
node for a(G). 

2) 	 For each directed arc of G 
(say (X....Y» construct a "gadget" 
using 7 new nodes and connect it 
to X and Y as in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 

By the construction it should be clear 
that if q is an isomorohism of G onto G' then the 
natural extension of 9 to a(G) is also an iso
morphism of a{r,) onto a(G'). Thus. to comolete 
the proof of the theorem it suffices to prove 
the following lemma: 

lemma: If 9 is an isomorphism from a{G) onto 
a{G') then g restricted to the nodes of G is an 
isomorphism of G onto G'. 

Proof: The spectrum of a node X in a graph on 
n nodes is a sequence of natural numbers 
SeX) = <al, .•• ,an> such that ai is the number of 
nodes whose minimum distance to X is i. Note 
that the spectrum is an invariant under isomor
phism. Now, the spectra of V and W of Figure 1 
have the form <1,1,2, ... > and <1.1.1,2 •.•• > 
respectively. If Xe: N(G) and X is of valence R. 

in G then the soectrum of X in a(G) is of the 
form <R..2R. •••• >. Thus. the nodes V (or W) from 
gaagets in a(G) are invariant under isomorphism. 
Therefore gadgets are invariants. The function 
9 maps N(G) onto N(G'). Finally. 9 restricted 
to N(G) is an isomorphism of G onto G'. since 
X....Y iff X is connected to Y by a gadget in a(G). 

A structure is a set A with relations 
R1 •.•.• Rm. where RfSAA, which we will denote by 
<A.Rl •..•• R >. We will say <A.Rl' ...• Rm> ism
homeomorphic to <A'.R'l ••..• R'm> if there exists 
a map g from A to A' such that <X 1 •••••Xk>e:Ri 
implies <g(Xl) ••.. 9(Xk»e:R'i. l~i~m. and they 
are isomorphic if 9 is one-to-one. 

To prove that undirected graph ison~r

phism is comolete over isomorohism of structures. 
using the techniques developed in the proof of 
the last theorem. we will need to define a 
general construct a. 

Given a structure <A.R 1 ••••• Rm> we de
fined a«A •••. » as follows: 

1) 'for each element of A construct 
a node !or a«A.Rl •...•Rm»; 

2) a) for each ordered sequence 
. <Xl .....Xk>e:Ri. k;:.3. con

struct a Ri-qadqet; 
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Figure 3 

c) for each <Xl>eRi' 

Figure 4 

By argument similar to those previously 
used we see the spectrum of the "leaves" are 
unique hence invariant under isomorphism. Th~s, 

Ri-gadgets are invariant which implies A is an 
invariant. Finally, any isomorphism of a(A) onto 
a{A') induces an isomorphism of A onto A'. This 
proves the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: !somol"phism of structures..::., p graph 
isomorphism. 

By a group we shall mean a multiplication 
or Caley table. Since a group can be viewed as a 
trinary relation over a set, namely <X,Y,Z> iff 
X·Y=Z, we get the following theorem: 

Theorem 3: (Miller, r10nk) Group isomorphism 
..::., p graph isomorphism. 

. The best-known upoer bound is 0{nlogn+3) 

due to Tarjan. For a discussion of this result 
and generalization to latin squares and some 
graphs derived from latin squares, see [10]. 

The next result says that when we consider 
graphs of valence a where a is odd we need only 
consider the subcase of regular graphs of 
valence a. 

Theorem 4: Isomorphism of ~raohs of valence a 
..::.,'p isomorphism of regular graphs of valence a, 
when 0. is odd. 

Proof: Consider a Ta,n gadget, with nodes 
£X.aij,bijll..::.,i..::.,a-l. l..::.,j..::.,n} with connections: 

{<X,ail>ll..::.,i..::.,a-l} 
{<aij .bkj >11..::.,i, k..::.,a-l and l..::.,j..::.,n} 
{<bij,aij+l>/I~<n} 
{<bin,bi+ln>/I..::.,i<a-l, i odd} 

For example, T3 ,2 is given in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 

Given a graoh G of valence a, a odd, we 
can pick n large enough so that To.,n never occurs 
in G. Now by simply attachinq copies of Ta,n to 
nodes of G we can increase the valence of any 
node to a. Thus Theorem 4 is proved. 

This gadget has the oroperty that a~l 
nodes have valence a except one which has valence 
a-I. Any other gadget it would seem also needs 
to have this property. , But if a is even and K is 
a gadget with the above property then K is a 
graph with an odd number of nodes of odd valence. 
By a simple counting arqument of Euler's we see 
this is impossible. Thus to extend the theorem 



to the even case seems to require we tie together 
collections of nodes of odd valence. which seems 
difficult in light of Section II. 

Up to an increase in valence'of at most 
one we can assume our graphs are regular. 

Corollary: Graph isomorphism ~ p regular graph 
isomorphism. 

II. Bounded Valence 
All the constructions of Section I pre

serve valence in the sense that the valence of G 
equals the valence of a(G). Our goal in this 
Section is to analyze the importance of valence 
in the isomorphism problem. A natural formaliza
tion of this problem is the followinq open 
question. 

Open Question: Graph isomorphism ~ p isomorphism 
over graphs of bounded valence. 

Let us first consider bounding the 
valence to 3. One way of constructing a cubic 
graph from an arbitrary graph is to replace nodes 
of valence n (n>3) by n-gon. This procedure is 
not well defined. as the following example shows. 
Consider graph A from Figure 6A. There are two 
ways to replace X by a 4-gon. giving graphs S 
and B' (see Figures 68 and 6C). These two graphs 
are not isomorphic, in fact. B is planar while 
B' is not planar. Thus it seems reolacing nodes 
of higher valence by polygons fails because the 
polygons induce an orientation on the arcs 
attached to them. If we could find a polynomial 
time procedure which uniquely replaces nodes by 
polygons independent of how the graphs are pre
sented we would be close to producing a poly
nomial time algorithm for doing the general 
isomorphism problem. 

Figure 6A 

Fi~ure 68 

Figure 6C 

Since the n-gon is only one of an infi 
nite number of oossible graohs that might work 
we now formalize the prooerties we seem to need 
of such a graph apd then proceed to show that no 
such graph can exist. 

Definition: An isomorphism 9adget (n-9adQet) is 
a connected graph r, with valence n t0gether with 
n+l distinguished nodes of valence n-l, say r, 
such that the group of automorphisms which 
stabilize r induces all permutations of r. i.e., 
induces Sn+l on r. 

The main theorem is: 

Theorem 5: For n14 no gadget exists. 

. We first prove a special case. Consider 

the special case when n-3. In this case we use 

the followfng theorem: 


Theorem 6: (Sabai. Lovasz) If r, is a connected 
graph of valence 3 and ~ is a ~roup of automor
phisms of G which leaves some edge of G fixed 
then H is a 2-group (H is of order 2m, for 
some m.). 



Proof: Suppose the theorem is false. Let H be 
as in the hypothesis of the theorem and let P 
divide the order of H, p an odd prime. Further, 
let <XO.XI> be the edge fixed by Hand X2 and X3 
be the other two possible neighbors of Xl' If H' 
is the subgroup of H which also fixes X2 and X3 
then [H:H']~2. By our assumption that P divides 
IHI and the fact that [H:H'J~2 we have P divides 
IH' I· Using induction and the fact that G is 
connected. Theorem 6 is proved. 

Suppose G is a 3-gadget and Xl,X2,X3'X~ 
are distinguished nodes of G. Let H be the fixer 
of Xl' By attaching an extra edge to Xl' H 
satisfies Theorem 6. But, H induces S3 on 
{X2,X3'X~} by definition, therefore H is not a 
2-group. This contradicts Theorem 6. Thus. 
3-gadgets do not exist. 

Proof of Theorem 5: We shall in fact prove some
thing slightly stronger, namely. the permutations 
induced on r cannot contain A +1, when n;4. Then
cases where n=1,2 are trivial, thus we can 
assume that n.::.3. 

Suppose the Theorem is false and <G,r> 
is an n-gadget, n;4 and n.::.3, and B is a group of 
automorphisms which stabilizes r and induces 

"n+1 on r. 
If C is a permutation group on Sand 

Sl, ••• ,St'"S then let C{Sl, ....Sk. VSk+l ••••• US,) 

denote the subgroup of Cwhich stabilizes 
Sl .....Sk and fixes elements in Sk+lV",VS!., 

Let xtr and H be a subgroup of B defined 
by 

H • {alacB({x}) and a~rEAn} 
We have the following two properties of M: 

1) H(Ur) is a normal subgroup 
of H; 

2) H/H(Vr),., An. 
From Hwe shall construct a proper sub

group'of H which satisfies 1) and 2) and hence 
by induction derive a contradiction. 

Let P be a path from x to x' (some other 
member of r). Now x is fixed by H and x' is 
lOved by H. Thus. by induction, there must exist 
some point y on P satisfying: . 

a) the point y is fixed by H; 
b) not all neighbors of y are 

fixed byH; 
c) at most n-1 neighbors of y 

are moved by H. 

If Y is the set of neighbors of y then 
we have the following two facts: 

i) H(UY) is a proper nonnal subgroup 
, of H; 

1:1) H/H{UY)- KSii.Sn_l' 
We need only show that H(VY) satisfies 

cons1tions i) and 2). The fact that H{VY. urI 4 

H{UY) is clear. Le~ L-H{IIY)/H(UY .Ur) and consider 
the following diagram: 

. I
H 

. .. H{Ur) ·H(UY)~ H(Vrl~ ~H(UYl 

~H(ur.UY1/ 
Figure 7 

'The upper L follows by the second 
isomorphism theorem (see (Rotman)). Now by the 
thi rd fsOlllOrphi sm theorem (Rotman) L<l An. Hence 
L-An or L-I since An is simple. 

Now IAnI-IKHLI. Therefore. 
(N!/2)/(n-1)!!. ILl. Since this implies 
ILl> 1 we know that LeAn. Thus. A(UY) satisfies' 
2). 

Ill. Short Proofs of Nonisomorphism 
It is often stated that efficient graph 

isomorphism algorithms are useful to Chemistry 
since molecules can be viewed as a graph where 
the nodes are the atoms and edges are the bonds. 
A problem which arises is classifying molecules, 
namely, we have a very large table of molecules 
and we are given some new molecule and asked 
whether or not it is already in the list. Since 
the number of molecules is potentially expo
nential in the number of atoms per molecule, 
even a linear time isomorphism algorithm naive
ly produces a potentially exponential search. 
We now attempt to characterize a feasible solu
tion to the Chemist's problem. 

A function f from a class of objects A 
to the natural numbers is called a certificate 
with respect to some equivalence relation = if 
for all G, G' in A G =G' iff f{G) = f{G'). 
In the case that A is incidence matrices and 
= is isomorphism then a computable f exists. 
We shall say that f is a deterministic certifi
cate if f is a certificate and it is computable 
in polynomial time. 



If graph isomorphism has deterministic 
certificates then graph isomorphism is in P. 
Thus deterministic certificates seems too strong 
a condition. If f is a certificate which is 

computable in nondeterministic polynomial time 
then f is called a succinct certificate. The 
definition of nondeterministica11y computable 
function is given in [9] for comoleteness. We 
define it for partial functions. 

Definition: A function f over a domain A is 
said to be computable in nondeterministic poly
nomial time if there exists a nondeterministic 
machine Msuch that on all input XEA some path 
halts and all halting oaths must output f(X) in 
polynomial time. 

The existence of a succinct certificate 
for graphs under isomorphism seems to formally 
characterize what [7] calls a co~plete set of 
invariants for graphs. 

Open Ouestion: What is the relation between the 
following four properties. where: is an equival
ence relati on over a set A. other than 1) i' 2)+ 4) 
and 1)~ 3)~4): 

1) <A.:> has deterministic certifi 
cates; 

2) equivalence of A over: is in P; 

3) <A.:> has succinct certificates. 
4) equivalence of A uver : is in 

NPn NP? 

It is not known if graph isomorphism 


satisfies any of the above four conditions. 


Since oolynomial time reducibility ore
serves all of the conditions a positive solution 
for graoh isomorphism would imply a positive 
solution for structures. In particular. group 
isomorphism is not known to satisfy any of the 
four conditions. It see~s we need to find a 
tractable restriction of the class of graphs_so 
as t: solve the molecular classification problem. 

Since molecules have bounded valence and 
Theorem 6 gives us reason to believe graphs of 
bounded valence may be ~asier, we restrict our 
attention to these graphs. Valence 3 qraohs are 
the first interesting case and by Theorem 4 we 
need only consider qraphs of uniform valence 3. 
cubic graphs. 

Open Question: Is cubic graph nonisomorphism in 
HP? 

There are many ways of partitioning nodes of a 
graph into classes invariant under the automor
phism group. with the goal of either finding an 
isomorphism or eliminating possible isomorphisms. 
If the automorphism group is transitive on ver
tices then the only invariance partition is the 
trivial one. Thus. the vertex transitive graph 
seems like an interesting subcase to consider. 
How with one further restriction. namely, that 
not only is the automorphism group transitive on 
vertices but also transitive on arcs (transitive 
over paths of length 1). we are able to say some
thing interesting: 

Theorem 7: Arc transitive cubic graph nonisomor
phism is in NP. 

In fact. a stronger fact is true: 

Theorem 8: Arc transitive cubic graphs have 
succinct certificates. 

Since an incidence matrix can easily be 
viewed as a natural number. we need only con
struct unique incidence matrices, i.e .• enumer
ations of the vertices of the graph which 
produce identical incidence matrices. Now arc 
transitive implies vertex transitive; thus. we 
can start our enumeration of the vertices of the 
graph from any vertex. Given a vertex x of a 
graph G and a sequence of automorphism al •... ,ak 
such that al •..••ak generates a vertex transi
tive group. then there exists a natural enumer
ation of the vertices associated with 
x.al.az •••••ak; namely. 

Definition: Given a graph G. vertex x. and 
sequence of automorphisms al •...•ak as above we 
inductively assign an automorphism and ordered 
successors to every vertex y as follows: 

1) assign the identity to x; 
2) given (f.f(x) we let fai(x) be 

a successor of f(x) with auto
morphism fai when fai(x) has no 



automorphism assigned to it, 
for l.::.i.::.k. 

We shall call this assignment the ordered tree 
associated with x,al"" ,ak' 

In the case when the graph is connected 
and cubic arc transitive there exist in fact 
two conical ~utomorohis~s. Following [12J, we 
introduce the following notations and definition. 

An s-arc is a path Xo •••.• Xs and a I-arc 
is simply an arc. A graph is s-arc transitive 
if the automorphism group is transitive on s-arc~ 
A group acting on a qraoh is s-regular if it acts 
regularly on ·s-arcs (uniouely maos s-arcs to 
s-arcs). Now. Tutte oroved that if a cubic graph 
is arc transitive then it is s-regular for some 
s.::.5. Tutte also proved that there exist cubic 
graphs which are s-regular for 1.::.s.::.5. 

Suopose G is an, s-regular graph and S is 
some s-arc. say Xo ••..• Xs. and the other two 
neighbors to Xs are Xand V. Now. 5 has two 
unique successors. Xl •..•• Xs.X and X1 •.••• Xs,V 
which we will denot: by 51 and 5z. Let al and az 
be the unique automorphisms of S which send S to 
Sl and S2 respectively. Automorphisms which push 
arcs forward are called shuntings. Tutte also 
proved that al and az in a very natural way 
generate the automorphism group of G. 

So the tree associated with XS.al,aZ, 
say T(Xs,al,aZ) is in fact a subgraph of G which 
is a rooted ordered soanning tree of G. Let 
M(G,al,aZ) denote the incidence matrix induced 
by some fixed standard traversal of the soanning 
tree T(XS,al,aZ)' Since r, is s-transitive the 
matrices M(G.al,aZ) and M(G.aZ.al) are indeoendent 
of our choice of 5. 

Since matrices are linearly ordered. we 
can choose the mi nimum of the two. say ~HG) . 
Therefore we have defined a certificate for arc 
transitive cubic graphs, namely, t~G) = M(G': 
But it is not clear that f is computable in non
deterministic polynomial time. In nondeterminis
tic polynomial time we can guess the shuntings 
al and a2' but we need to also recognize that G 
is at most s-transitive. Thus, we need to show 
that the set of s-reqular cubic graphs is in NP 
for each s. A stronger, fact is provable. First 

we formally define shuntings. 

Definition: A shunting in G is an ordered pair 
(x,a) where x is a vertex and an automorphism of 
Gsuch that a{x) is adjacent to x and a2 (x) ~ x. 
If G is finite then ai(x), iEZ, determines a 
simple closed path which is rotated by a. Two 
shuntings (x,a), (x,b) have overlap s if 
a-k(x) = b-k(x) for O<k<s and a(x) ~ b(x). 
a-(S+l)(x) = b-(s+l)(;)~ Fi~ally, (x,a) is 
conjugate to (y,b) is there exists an automorphism 
~ such that (x,b) = (ax,aaa- l ). Using this nota
tion we can show: 

Theorem 9: Given two shuntings of overlap t~l 
for some cubic graph G then in polynomial time 
one can find the automorphism group of G. 

Proof: Since the automorphism group of G contains 
3·2s- 1·n elements where s is the transivity and 
n is the number of vertices, the size of the 
group is only linear in the number of nodes. 
Using the shuntings (x.al) and (x,az) we can 
construct the subgroup generated by al,aZ' 
denoted <al.aZ>' Now, <al,aZ> is t'-regular for 
some t'.::.5, by Tuttes' result. If the overlap of 
(x,al) and (x,az). t, is strictly less than t' 
we can find new shuntings with overlap t' in 
<al,a2>' Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that the overlap is in fact t=t'. Our 
theorem can be restated: given a t-regular sub
group of an s-regular group, for a cubic graph, 
find the s-regular group. Certain of the pairs 
(t,s) can not exist by the following theorem: 

Theorem 10: If a group of automorphisms for a 
cubic graph is 4- or 5-regular then it cannot 
contain a 2- or 3-regular subgroup. 

Proof: (See [6]). 

We next consider the cases when s=t+l. 
that is, H is the t-regular subgroup of a t+l 
regular group A. We show how to construct A from 
H. By our counting argument, the index of H in 
A is 2. H is a normal subgroup of A. Now there 
exists a unique element w in A of order 2 which 

http:M(G.aZ.al


fixes S. By the normality of H and the unique
ness of al and a2 in H, we have walw = a2' i.e •• 

. {x.al} and (x,a2) are conjugate. We can rewrite 
this as wal = a2w and wa2 =alw. The automor
ohis~ w is uniquely defined by 

where ij e{I,2} and y(I}=2. y(2)=I. 
All this boils down to M(G,al,a2) is 

identical with M(G,a2,al} if we assume the tree 
traversal used in constructing Mis reasonable. 

Thus if w exists we can quickly find it; 
in fact, it is not hard to show that wal and a2 
are two shunting functions of overlap t+l. 

The cases t=I, S=3 and t=l. S=5 can be 
handled by the following theorem: 

Theorem 11: If H,A are 1 and 3(5} regular groups 
respectively acting on some cubic graph then 
there exists a 2(4) regular grou~ B such that 
H,::.B,::.A. 

Thus we need only deal with the case t=1 
and S=4. The smallest 4-regular cubic graph is 
Heawood's graoh on 14 nodes; its automorphism 
group contains I-regular subgroups. We shall 
show that all qraphs which have both a I-regular 
subgroup and a 4-regular subgroup "look like" 
Heawood's graph. Let G be a cubic graph which is 
4-transitive and let H be a l-reqular group over 
G. Then H contains shuntings of overlap one, 
say (x,al) and (x,a2)' Using this notation we 
have the following: 

Theorem 12: (Djokovic, Miller) Given G, H, aI' 
and a2 as above then there exists a I-regular 
subgroup of Heawood's graph with shuntings (y,b l ) 
and (y,b2) with overlap I, such that the map 

is a well-defined covering of Gover Heawood's 
graph. g(ai ..• ai k) = bi ... bik is a well-defined 

• 1 1
homomorphlsm from H to <b 1 .b2 > and finally. (f ,g) 
form a coverinq morphism. This covering morpmsm 
allows, in a natural way, the lifting of the 

{ull automorphism group of Heawood's' graph to G. 

Proof: (See (6)) . 

Summing up, the lattice of possible regu
lar subgroups is (see [6): 

3' . 5' 

/\ /\

2" 2' 4' 4" 

\/a

I" 

Figure 8 

Each inclusiQn is of index 2 except a. Thus we 
can climb up the lattice using the normality 
trick except for inclusion a. For inclusion a 
we rely on the fact that the graph is a covering 
of Heawood's graph. 
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